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Aaron:  The first high priest, who was given this divine appointment for himself and his 

descendants.  Jesus is like Aaron in that he also was given a divine appointment to his priestly 

office (5:4-6), but is unlike Aaron because he comes from a different tribe (7:11-14).  (See also 

Levitical Priesthood below.) 

 

“Already” and “Not Yet”:  This is the New Testament idea that while Jesus has already achieved 

for us the ultimate victory over sin, devil, and death, there is still a time to come in the future 

(the “not yet”) when all things will be put right, both within us and in the world.  The writer to 

the Hebrews speaks of this in 2:5-9, where he notes that Jesus’ very real victory has not yet 

been made visible in world history – “At present, we do not yet see everything in subjection to 

him.” 

 

Angels:  Angels occupy the attention of this author for most of chapters 1 and 2.  While we can 

learn incidental things about angels and their purposes from these passages, his reason for 

bringing them up is to show that Jesus is hugely superior to the angels – and therefore Jesus’ 

message (the gospel) is greater than “the message delivered by angels” – that is, the Law (Heb. 

2:1-4).  (See “Law” below for the startling connection between the angels and the Mosaic Law!)  

Heb. 2:5-18 affirms that angels and humans are completely separate races – so nobody really 

becomes an angel complete with halo and wings when they die, despite the cartoons! 

 

Ark of the Covenant:  In Hebrews 9, our author details the form and contents of the Ark in 

order to emphasize the temporary character of the earthly sanctuary (see Tabernacle, below).  

Everything related to the Ark pointed to Christ: the tablets of the covenant pointed to the time 

when the law of God would be “written on the hearts” of his people; the Mercy Seat 

foreshadowed forgiveness; Aaron’s staff that budded recollects the wilderness generation’s 

fickle obedience and prefigures the great Shepherd to come; the pot with manna in it reminds 

us that Jesus is the true “bread from heaven.”  The original Ark became lost somewhere during 

the history of Israel’s kings, so our author is relying on the account of the Ark and its contents 

from the Pentateuch – it is a literary, ideal Ark!  (See also New Covenant, below.) 

 

Atonement:  A word coined by William Tyndale in the early 16th century to convey the idea that 

through Christ’s death we are made “at one” with God, or restored to a right relationship with 

him.  (It’s one of the English translations possible for Heb. 2:17.) 

 

Continuity & Discontinuity:  Moving from the OT to the NT, what expectations and realities 

continue?  Which ones are made obsolete with the start of the New Covenant (places where we 
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see discontinuity instead)?  This pair of biblical concepts is evident in many places and relates to 

many topics.  For example, what continuity and discontinuity do we find in moving from life on 

Planet Earth to life in the New Heavens & the New Earth?  How about in moving from the Old 

Covenant to the New, or the Earthly Tabernacle to the Heavenly?  Some things remain the 

same, and other things will be completely different. 

 

Contrasts:  I’ve named this Bible study “A Study in Contrasts” because the author to the 

Hebrews capitalizes on the many contrasts between Jesus and other figures, and between the 

“new” and the “old.”  Jesus’ uniqueness and superiority, as well as the “betterness” of the 

covenant he mediates, are heightened for the reader by way of these contrasts. 

 

Covenant:  A formal arrangement between two parties, designating what each is responsible 

for.  Hebrews introduces the idea that Jesus both mediates and guarantees a new and better 

covenant than the old arrangement involving priests, sacrifices, and lawkeeping.  (See 7:22; chs. 

8-10.) 

 

Day of Atonement:  Yom Kippur, the High Holy Day of the Jews in which they sought 

forgiveness for the nation.  Discussed extensively in Hebrews 9-10 in order to show that Jesus’ 

sacrifice was an improvement on this singular, annual, crucial act – Jesus suffered once for all 

time in order to procure a forgiveness that did not need to be sought repeatedly. 

 

Devil:  The devil is mentioned once in Hebrews, in the context of Jesus’ accomplishment of 

destroying “the one who has the power of death, that is, the devil” through his own death 

(2:14-15). 

 

Different:  Hebrews is different!  Unlike the other epistles, no clue is given about its author or 

recipients.  It is generally agreed that the author is “Not Paul,” and the title comes from the 

assumption that the audience was primarily made up of Jewish Christians.  Where they lived is 

a complete mystery, though!  It’s also not certain whether this book is properly called an epistle 

at all:  it is written as such a unified argument that it might accurately be called a sermon 

instead. 

 

Discipline:  Introduced in Hebrews 12:5-11, the Lord’s “discipline” of his children seems to take 

two forms:  first, there is the discipline of correction (or chastisement, or rebuke), intended to 

turn a person from his or her sin.  Second, there is the discipline of strength-training, necessary 

for endurance in a fallen world. 
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Exaltation:  A word that refers to Christ’s enthronement at God’s right hand after his ascension, 

a position he earned through his death and resurrection. 

 

Exempla: A Latin term for the rhetorical device of listing examples of a particular virtue, with 

the intention of persuading the reader to behave similarly.  Hebrews 11 provides a famous 

exempla, comprising the heroes and heroines of faith in the One True God.  

 

Expiation:  The cleansing of sin.  It’s one of the English translations possible at Heb. 2:17, 

speaking of Christ’s sacrificial death and what it accomplished. 

 

Faith vs. Unbelief:  Major themes in Hebrews, especially in chs. 3-4, which examines the 

unbelief of the wilderness generation, who were denied entry into the promised land, and 

applies their example as a warning to readers to exhort each other to faith and to cling to the 

hope they have been taught.  Faith will be a prominent theme later in the letter, with the 

“heroes of faith” of chapter 11.  This entire book is concerned that the Christian readers think 

rightly about Christ, and believe what is true. 

 

Genre:  A bookstore word!  What shelves do you gravitate towards?  The Bible contains many 

different genres of writing, including poetry, narrative, laws, parables, and prophecy.  

Sometimes several genres are mixed together in one book.  Recognizing the genre of a passage 

or book has important implications for how we will interpret it (for example, if the book of 

Jonah is thought to be history, it will be read differently than if it is thought to be fiction). 

 

Gospel:  The good news of God’s salvation in Christ, delivered in verbal form.  Heeding the 

spoken words of God is a profound theme in Hebrews, and ignoring it is presented as the 

gravest of dangers.  We also learn that the gospel of God has its sharp edges, closed doors, and 

time limits – but that it is comforting, welcoming, and eternal for those who receive it in faith.  

(See 1:1-2; 2:1-4; 3:7ff.; 4:2-3; etc.) 

 

Heavenly Sanctuary:  Although it is only mentioned in passing in this half of Hebrews, the 

“heavenly sanctuary” is given as the location of Jesus’ death, enthronement, and current 

intercession for us.  Later it will be stressed that what was produced on earth by Moses & co. 

was only a copy of the real tabernacle that exists in the heavenly realms.  (See 1:3; 4:14-16; 

6:19-20; 7:25, 26) 

 

High Priest:  The leader of Israel’s priests, whose primary role was to be the mediator who 

entered the Holy of Holies annually on the Day of Atonement.  All of the priests who had charge 

of sacrifices were descended from Aaron.  Our author’s contention is that Jesus is High Priest 
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extraordinaire – superior to and different from what has yet been seen in Israel, and in this way 

qualified to “save to the uttermost” those who have fled to him for refuge.  (See Heb. 1:3; 2:11, 

17-18; 3:1; 4:14-16; 5:1-10; 6:17-20; and all of ch. 7.) 

 

High View of Scripture:  The conviction that the Bible is the authoritative, inspired, inerrant 

Word of God.  Real men were involved in the writing of it, but the Holy Spirit superintended the 

project so that we could receive God’s own thoughts.  The writer to the Hebrews demonstrates 

his high view of the Hebrew Scriptures with his constant quoting of them, often prefaced by 

“the Holy Spirit says…” 

 

Historical Context:  What was going on in the lives and minds of the original actors, writers, and 

hearers of a passage.  Rather than immediately trying to figure out “what these verses mean to 

me,” our first stop should be to consider why they were written in the first place.   

 

Historical Distance:  A challenge that we have to overcome as we read about unfamiliar things 

(like Melchizedek, or the priesthood).  The reality is that we may not have the same emotional 

reaction to the author’s argument that the original Jewish-Christian audience may have had, 

although with study & imagination we may be able to come close to understanding how these 

claims must have struck them.  For example, it’s unlikely that we feel either excited or 

threatened by the idea that Jesus is identified with the “Melchizedekian” priesthood (chs. 5 & 

7) – yet we readily and gladly identify with the idea that he is our sympathetic high priest 

forever(chs. 2, 4 & 7)! 

 

Holdfasts:  Giant kelp attaches itself to the material at the bottom of the sea 

with holdfasts.  It’s an apt illustration of what we are called to do over and 

over in Hebrews – “Hold fast to your confession!” (see 3:6, 14; 4:14; 6:18; see 

also 2:1.) 

 

Immanent:  Close, or intimately involved.  God is immanent to us in Jesus.  

(Note that there is a similar English word, “imminent,” which means “about to 

happen”!) 

 

Imperatives:  Marching orders.  (Think “imperial,” which is related to “emperor,” who likes to 

give commands.)  “Pay careful attention” is an imperative statement.  There are not many 

imperatives in Hebrews prior to chapter 12.  This means that when we do encounter them in 

the earlier chapters, we should really pay attention! 
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Inclusio:  A literary device in which a unit of thought is “sandwiched” between two similar 

statements or passages.  (For example, the very personalized address that runs from 5:11 to 

6:12 has in these first and last verses the Greek word nōthroi, “sluggish” – also translated “slow 

to learn” (NIV) or “dull of hearing” – indicating the beginning and end of a unit of thought.)   

 

Indicatives:  Statements that tell information.  “Jesus is superior to the angels” is an indicative 

statement. 

 

Indirect Application:  Instead of immediately jumping to the question “What does this passage 

say to ME?”, we should carefully consider whether it was ever meant to say anything directly to 

readers other than the original audience.  This is not to say that we cannot gain from a portion 

of the Word of God that does not directly apply to our situation.  Consider asking, “In what 

ways is my situation similar to theirs?  Can I relate to this passage indirectly, by way of 

analogy?”  See our application of this principle of indirect application in the study notes on Heb. 

5:11-14 (Lesson 17).  (It is also possible that a passage does not directly OR indirectly relate to 

our behavior – in which case we are probably looking at something we ought to know or 

believe.) 

 

Law:  The Mosaic Law, full of rules about priests, sacrifices, and ritual behavior for Jews.  

Hebrews emphasizes that even as Jesus is superior to Moses, so his message (the gospel) is 

superior to the Law.  A surprising detail about the Law is given in Heb. 2:2, where it is described 

as “the message delivered by angels.”  Apparently this idea of angelic mediation at Mt. Sinai 

was passed along through sources outside the OT, and would have been a common 

understanding among Jews.  (It is also mentioned in Acts 7:38 & 53 and Gal. 3:19.)  In Hebrews 

we learn that the law with its priests and sacrifices is “weak and useless” and is destined to be 

replaced by something better through Jesus (see ch.7). 

 

Levites, Levitical Priesthood:  We know that the Jews who came from Aaron’s family were 

called to be priests in Israel (see High Priest above).  But who were the “Levites”?  In the 

Gospels, one of the groups of antagonistic people whom Jesus has to deal with during his 

ministry is called “the Levites,” usually paired with “the priests.”  This pairing had become a 

kind of shorthand for the two groups who served in the temple:  priests who made sacrifices, 

and Levites who performed supportive roles for the rituals and the building.  But in the book of 

Hebrews, the “Levitical priesthood” is synonymous with the Aaronic priesthood – that is, our 

author is still talking about priests who make sacrifices when he mentions this group.  On the 

one hand, Aaron is one of Levi’s descendants, and is therefore a “Levite”; on the other hand, in 

the Gospels “Levites” refers to those Jews who are descended from Aaron’s cousins, 
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distinguishing them from those Jews of Aaron’s particular priestly branch.  (See Ex. 32:25-29 for 

more background.)  The fact that Jesus is NOT descended from Levi is really important to our 

author’s argument about his different, superior priesthood.  (See Heb. 5 and 7.) 

 

“The Light and the Heavy”:  This is a form of argument employed by rabbis to make a point 

about how much more important something is by comparison to a similar but less significant 

example.  For instance, if it was dangerous to ignore the message delivered by angels in the 

past (i.e., the Mosaic Law), then how much more dangerous would it be to disregard the 

message delivered by God’s own Son in these last days (Heb. 2:1-4)? 

 

Melchizedek:  A historical personage who makes a cameo appearance in the narrative of Gen. 

14:17-20, where he intersects Abraham’s story.  Melchizedek, a Gentile, was an ancient king 

and also, surprisingly, a priest of the one true God.  He is mentioned only one other time in the 

OT, in an oracle about the coming Messiah in Ps. 110:4.  Our author makes much of both the 

historical record (and what it leaves out!) and this oracle about Melchizedek’s priesthood in 

order to support his claim that Jesus is a high priest of a different, but legitimate, line.  Some of 

the statements he makes about this figure in ch. 7 have been taken literally by believers, with 

the result that many Christians even today understand Melchizedek to be none other than 

Christ himself making a pre-incarnation appearance in the OT storyline.  But our author (and 

the Genesis narrative!) treat Melchizedek as a real person, distinct from Jesus, who (in the case 

of Hebrews) represents in a literary way what the Son of God would be in reality.  (See 5:6-10; 

6:19-20; and all of ch. 7.) 

 

Midrash:  This is a Hebrew term for what rabbis would do with a passage of the OT.  Just like 

our pastors when they’re preaching, a rabbi would quote a passage when writing or speaking 

and then explain it.  There are a couple of examples of midrash in Hebrews (see 2:5-9, which 

expounds on Psalm 8; and 3:7-19, which elaborates on Psalm 95.) 

 

Monkey Links:  This is a playful reminder that the author to the Hebrews crafted his argument 

so carefully that he placed “links” between the major sections in the form of 

repeated words, themes, or phrases.  Everything is connected together neatly, 

just like those monkeys! 

         

New Covenant: The focus of the lengthy quotation from Jeremiah 31 in Hebrews 8:8-13, the 

New Covenant is said to replace the Old and to be characterized by an intimacy with God and 

his law that was not known by his people previously.  The writer to the Hebrews understands 
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the New Covenant to have arrived through Jesus’ sacrifice, resurrection, and exaltation:  he is 

now its Mediator (9:15). 

 

Oaths:  Distinguished from promises in the ancient world, oaths are speech-acts that provide a 

firm guarantee for the content that is being promised.  References to “swearing by,” or phrases 

like “As I live, declares the Lord” or “As the Lord lives,” are examples of oaths.  Our author 

makes much of oaths in 6:13-20, explaining that God sealed certain promises and oracles with 

an oath in order to make assurance “double sure” for his people.  The argument about Jesus’ 

high priesthood hinges on the fact that it was confirmed by an oath in the oracle pronounced in 

Psalm 110:4.  (See also 7:20-22.) 

 

Pastoral Voice:  As you read this sermon-letter, you gradually pick up the information that the 

one writing it was personally known to the original readers, and you start to notice that some of 

his rhetorical choices were made to scold, cajole, encourage, and comfort the real people of a 

particular church, whom he knows well and cares for deeply.  It is not too much of an 

exaggeration to say that the book of Hebrews offers an excellent model for pastors, in the voice 

of its anonymous author!  (This is, by the way, one of the reasons why I seriously doubt that 

Hebrews was written by a woman as some have suggested; though it is just conceivable that an 

exceptional woman might have had the academic training necessary to create this complex and 

beautiful letter, it is not at all likely that a woman would use her writing voice so pastorally, 

with all the authority to exhort and even command that this role implies.) 

 

 

Propitiation:  Paying the price of sin in order to turn aside God’s wrath.  It’s one of the English 

translations possible at Heb. 2:17, which speaks about what Christ’s sacrificial death 

accomplished. 

 

Sacrifices: A topic of some significance in Hebrews 9-10, where we learn that the animal 

sacrifices had only a limited effect in cleansing the worshiper – they provided only symbolic, 

external cleansing to remove ceremonial pollution; and they always pointed forward to the 

superior effectiveness of Christ’s sacrifice, once for all time. 

 

Sandcastles:  This is about sharing your ideas in a discussion like this study.  

I’ve learned two things that help me stay on an even keel when writing or 

talking with others about my ideas about the Scriptures: 

1.  Be Teachable!  Whatever you think, write, or say is only a “sandcastle” 
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compared to the Word of God!  Our ideas are always changeable.  Others might have a better 

sense of where a tower should go, or whether a shell belongs in a certain place.   

2.  It’s YOUR sandcastle!  Don’t be shy to defend your reasons for WHY you put the tower where 

you did, or why you included that shell.  If you have been reading carefully, you may well have 

noticed details that others have missed.   

 

“Seated at God’s right hand”:  An expression that captures the position of glory and authority 

that Jesus takes upon his ascension.  As a human illustration of this kind of power, think of 

Joseph in the positions of authority that he had as the “right-hand man” of Potiphar, the jailer, 

and the Pharaoh.  In each case he spoke and acted for the figure in authority. 

 

Solidarity:  Full identification with someone.  Hebrews 2:5-18 explores the deep identification 

that Jesus has with his brothers and sisters, and the profound benefits of that solidarity. 

 

String of Pearls:  This is a form of Jewish argument that takes short quotations from the OT and 

“strings” them together to support an idea.  Hebrews 1:5-14 contains a long string of pearls 

that supports the idea that Jesus is superior to the angels. 

 

Surety:  One of the names given to Jesus in Hebrews – he is the “surety of a better covenant” 

(translated guarantor in our modern versions; 7:22).  A surety is a person who pledges to pay 

another’s debt if they default on a loan. 

 

Tabernacle: A major focus of the author’s attention, especially in Hebrews 8 and 9. 

Interestingly, there is no clear mention of the Temple in Hebrews; it is as if the author wanted 

to stick with the most ideal location for the cultic sacrifice, and so chose the sanctuary of the 

wilderness wanderings.  The writer’s point is that the earthly Tabernacle, with all its details of 

ritual and paraphernalia, was ever and only a copy of the true, heavenly Tabernacle, which 

Jesus entered on our behalf by his sacrificial death. 

 

Transcendent:  High, lofty, great, above us.  God is transcendent above his Creation. 

 

Translation Differences:  In a study like this one where people are using various translations, 

we might notice some differences in the English wording.  We identified three general levels of 

difference: 

 Level One:  Same words, different order.  Not a big deal. 

 Level Two:  Same meaning, but synonyms are used; sometimes an explanatory 

phrase is substituted for a confusing word.  Again, not really significant. 
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 Level Three:  The difference in the English results in a different meaning or emphasis.  

(These are the points where you should get curious about the original text and the 

reasons why the translators disagreed so significantly.  A pastor’s commentary will 

usually explain the history behind the translation of disputed verses or passages.) 

 

Trinity:  In Hebrews the Son is sometimes shown to be LIKE the Father, while at other times 

their DIFFERENT roles are emphasized.  (See 1:1-4.)  The Persons in the Trinity are all God, but 

the parts they play in our salvation are often unique. 

 

Typology:  When people, events, rituals, etc. point forward to something that comes later in 

redemptive history (usually Jesus or the church), we call them “types.”  Typology is the study of 

these foreshadowing figures.  In Hebrews, Melchizedek is particularly shown to be a “type” of 

Christ – his life, as recorded briefly in Gen. 14:17-19, is like a pencil sketch of the full, living 

figure of Christ. 

 

Warnings:  There are many warnings in Hebrews about the dangers of disregarding the gospel 

of Jesus and replacing it with something else (e.g., in the case of the original readers, the 

Mosaic Law).  We encountered the first one in 2:1-4, and found more in chapter 3.  Christians 

often read these and begin to wonder whether Hebrews teaches that it is possible for a true 

believer to lose his or her salvation.  Remember, though, that like any sermon, this book was 

addressed to a group of professing Christians – which likely meant that they were a mixed 

audience of believers and unbelieving associates (some of whom may have been mistaken 

about the state of their own hearts!).  It is fair for a pastor to ask his congregation to reflect on 

what they truly believe.  And it is also important for true believers, who are still subject to 

temptations in this world, to hear and heed warnings about the dangers of slipping into wrong 

thinking.  Unbelievers who reject God completely will reap condemnation and wrath; believers 

who are careless with their thoughts and actions will do harm to themselves and others, and as 

God’s children they may encounter his stern discipline (see Heb. 12:5-11). 

 

“Way of the Son”:  A label given to the movement of the Son’s story as he goes from GLORY 

shared with the Father to HUMILIATION as a human being to EXALTATION at God’s right hand.  

Elements of this movement are evident especially in Hebrews 1-2 (see also Phil. 2:4-10). 

 

Whens: Keep in mind that the writer to the Hebrews juggles several different time periods in 

his sermon-letter.  Paying attention to the “Whens” he is referring to can eliminate some 

confusion, especially when it comes to applying what he says to our own experience.  Be alert 

for these different times: (1) The Historical Past in general (pre-Sinai and post-Sinai); (2) 
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Accomplished Acts (specific events); (3) Ongoing Realities; (4) Present Experience (of the 

believers to whom he is writing); (5) Future Hope (for believers). 

 

Wilderness Generation:  The key foil used by this author: they are the object lesson for those 

who lack faith and so are barred from God’s Sabbath rest (Heb. 3 & 4), and who shrink back 

instead of enduring (Heb. 10).  The contrast between this company of the faithless and the 

brave faithful ones of Hebrews 11 could not be more complete! 

 
SOLI DEO GLORIA! 


